Unmask and Defeat Adversaries

Ever-increasing cyber threats are boosted by easy access to malicious systems, kits, and tooling capable of effective cyberattacks. Even the best security professionals can miss today’s global-scale threat campaigns with thousands to identify, track, and update.

Cybercriminals, hacktivists, and nation-state threats all evolve tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) to improve their malicious capabilities. But sustainable, scalable threat indicators come from observing threat infrastructure and behavior—active and historic. Whether tagged to a single threat actor or an entire threat system of thousands, adaptive intelligence is the new standard.

Key Capabilities
- Continuous Adversary-Threat Tracking
- Identify Attack Systems and Infrastructure
- Sustainable Threat Indicators and TTPs
- Connect and Map Related Infrastructure

Key Benefits
- Global defense for threats today and tomorrow
- Increase security and resilience against external threats
- Reduce risks inherent to digital change and expansion
ADVERSARY-THREAT INFRASTRUCTURE
RiskIQ Illuminate Cyber Threat Intelligence uses automated discovery and continuous scanning across worldwide infrastructure to map and monitor threats and threat actors. By rapidly identifying adversary-threat infrastructure to transform observations into actionable indicators and TTPs drawn directly from threat infrastructure, including history, distribution, trends, and guided insights from RiskIQ Labs.

ADAPTIVE DEFENSE AT GLOBAL-SCALE
Fingerprint adversary infrastructure to scale defense, even when infrastructure is reused or repurposed by many threat actors. Leverage cyber threat intelligence to assign an identity to threat infrastructure, security teams can future-proof global defenses against threats today and those yet to be deployed.

AUTOMATED THREAT DETECTION
RiskIQ Illuminate Cyber Threat Intelligence continuously updates adversary-threat insights as well as related infrastructure for faster, smarter threat defenses for the elastic global attack surface. Map the composition of threat infrastructure to identify malicious activity, embedded capabilities, and shareable attack tools (e.g., kits, C2 components).
Dynamic threat indicators prepare your protections for external threats—the inherent risk of a digital, interconnected world.

TTPs, ANALYSIS, and INDICATORS
Take advantage of automated analysis packed with high-fidelity indicators of compromise (IOCs), open-source intelligence (OSINT), direct infrastructure crawling and tracking, and machine learning based on trillions of real-world observations. Use one-click pivots to find related infrastructure, including certificates, hashes, malware, NetFlow, and deep/dark web reconnaissance to get ahead of threats that matter—from a single threat actor to thousands with access and opportunity to leverage attacker systems.

Security expertise from RiskIQ Labs and proprietary methods are fused with deep machine learning for rapid context, guidance, and action — backed by factful, real-world observations.
DURABLE THREAT INTELLIGENCE

Security teams rely on RiskIQ for cyber threat intelligence that adapts to change. Pinpoint adversary-threat infrastructure—active and historic—identifying activity and behavior, TTPs, and related infrastructure to adversaries that matter to you.

Safeguard the digital enterprise from rapidly evolving threats with automation and deep machine learning. Increase resilience and predetermine defense with up-to-the-moment threat indicators and insight into malicious activity targeting you, your industry, peers, third parties, and everything else on the internet.